You were the first gen to grow up in a pop
world…
“The media was older, and style and music was
quite split in terms of Melody Maker or NME,
or then The Face, or i-D — it was much more
tribal, so when you crossed those tribes, you
could cause a stir.”
Considering the Stanley Kubrick exhibition
you did at Somerset House, or the U.N.K.L.E
concepts of getting big people involved to
spread the message further — you’ve always
been strong at that. Where do you think it
comes from?
“From my mother, she’s very aesthetic, a
stencil artist who went to the Ruskin. She
recently moved from Oxford to Brighton and
found all these books from when I was eight
or nine-years-old, and I’d made all these
coffee table books that were really heavily
produced about the Greek gods, so the book
of Medusa had a mirror in it to reflect the
Medusa. I am very visual. I also just found out
that my father’s grandfather, whose family
were predominantly engineers, designed Cork
cathedral.”
And your father being in The Dubliners.
Do you see your drive as an effect of your
parents’ split?
“Yeah, absolutely. I don’t think if my parents
were still together that I would have advanced
on the career that I had, I probably would
have gone to university, I certainly wouldn’t
have been going out to nightclubs when I was
14, and unfortunately my mother was out and
my father was absent, and it’s painful and
destructive at that time. And parents of that
age, it was the first generation of divorce
freedom, it was like a total epidemic. The
positive was that I did what I did, the negative
is it had quite an affect on my psychology.”
And your daughter?
“I get on with my daughter really well but
she’s going through her hurdles as young
adults do, because me and her mother didn’t
survive, and I was very young, thrust into
it — probably the best thing in my life, seeing
a baby being born and all that, but when
everything else it going on at the same time,
I didn’t know how to be a father in the sense
that it’s a different environment, so I think
that it’s a complicated thing. I am very proud
of her.”
What advice do you have for others?
“Control is everything, and you live in an era
with the information, but I was very young,
and I don’t think I was very well looked after,
and I never thought it was going to end so I
didn’t pay attention to the finer details, and
that became a bit of a sticking point when I
got older. I think dreams are really important,
but just really making sure you have the right
people and environment around you to protect
yourself. Because it is a cliché. The record
industry is different now, but it still has that
element of that amazing dream of being like
Alice In Wonderland going down the rabbit
hole. It’s an amazing, alluring, exciting place,
but it’s full of clichés about looking after
yourself as best as you can.”
•The Man From Mo'Wax is in Ourscreenconnected cinemas from 31st August. Tckets
and info at themanfrommowax.com. Limited
edition Blu-ray/DVD out 10th September.

GRIME NATION
DJ TARGET’S new book, Grime Kids, is GOAT! Born Darren
Joseph in Mile End, Target, Britain’s voice of ‘urban’ on Radio 1
and regular on 1XTRA, stays on the rave side of the road, telling
a relatively clean story of real Britain and how the garage and
grime scene split. Mixed heritage life, in the post-soundsystem
world portrayed in Yardie, is what defines this book, with
its musicological superiority and focus, reading as a joyful
challenge to the clichés of champagne sipping in the garage
scene. A good partner is the Akala book, Jeffrey Boakye’s
Hold Tight or Wiley’s auto-biog, but here, Dizzee, N-Dubz,
and the Rinse FM and Kool FM crew of MCs paint a cute tale
of getting out of the subcultural ghetto and into mainstream
international glory.

BRIXTON ELECTRIC
THE directorial debut from DJ turned national
hero, IDRIS ELBA, Yardie is a herd of GOATs.
It’s slick, fly and firing with passion for
soundsystems. The unique relationship of
Jamaica and London is explored through
masculinity, loss, and fatherhood. Starring
London-born Aml Ameen, the setup in the
Trenchtown divides of Jamaica shift into a
caper of battles in ’80s Brixton. There’s a
performance by Stephen Graham as a London
gangster, second only to Gary Oldman in True
Romance. Yes, this film is that good.
Based on Victor Headley’s book, published by

the phenomenal ’90s imprint, X-Press (set up
by broadcaster and writer Dotun Adebayo),
Yardie premiered at Sundance to dismal reviews
from Americans who didn’t understand the
patois, and have clearly never experienced
the interracial brilliance of London. And
The Guardian was as bad. They’d likely have
preferred it if Guy Ritchie had made a more
aesthetically contrived version. However,
post-Windrush cover up, this high-flying debut
manages to create a hugely entertaining,
knowledgeable, truthful, funny and painful
document that is essential, because we all need
to know our history.
•Yardie is out on 31st August.

DISCO LIVES
CASH skims stuck in the ceiling, insane Puffa
jackets, AIDS: the inside story of an ex-TV studio
rammed with quaaludes ain’t a bad night in.
Available now online, there’s a sense of expert PR
for the boys in this Studio 54: The Documentary,
with its mafia connections. It just adds to the
wonderful myth of the VIP club to beat them all.
Studio 54 was the zenith of D.I.S.C.O., the party
of being one of the chosen few, to dance all night
beneath a neon cocaine spoon being snorted by
the moon: ah, the good times. From footage of
a mugging on the shady side of town where it
opened up, to Bianca Jagger’s horse, Warhol, and
hilarious insights from Ian Schrager, and the guy
who took the longest toll in the comedown jail,
because they were all too wasted to open the safe,
you’ll get the picture. Every disco dancer needs to
see this.
• Studio 54: The Documentary is out on DVD and limited edition Blu-ray + DVD on 6th August.
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